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Abstract

This paper describes using temporal patterns (TRAPs) feature
extraction in large vocabulary continuous speech recognition
(LVCSR) of meeting data. Frequency differentiation and local op-
erators are applied to critical-band speech spectrum. Tests are per-
formed with HMM recognizer on ICSI meetings database. We show
that TRAP features in with standard ones lead to improvement of
word-error rate (WER).

1. Introduction

The novel TRAP based features are used in automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR) for several years. So far these features were used with
combination with standard ones and mainly for simple tasks with
small vocabulary [1, 2]. But our last research also led to signifi-
cant improvement on small vocabulary task using just TRAP based
features [3].

These results encouraged us to use TRAP features in more com-
plex task, large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR)
of meeting data. It introduced TRAPs into new difficulties such
as cross-talks, vocal noises, unfinished words, non-native speakers,
etc.

The TRAP features are based on narrow band spectrum with
long time context. Vectors which actually evolution of energy in
critical bands – are processed independently. This is the basic idea
of multi-band processing described also in [4]. The further improve-
ment of TRAP based features was achieved by adding another fea-
ture stream. The new feature vector is derived in the same way as
conventional TRAP vector but it is derived from critical band spec-
trogram (CRBS) which was modified by a local operator performing
band differentiation. This modification was proposed as outcome of
previous studies and experiments [5] which shows the importance of
differentiation information for speech recognition based on TRAP
features.

The original TRAP vector and vector derived from modified
critical band spectrogram (MCRBS) are then concatenated and fed
into a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) band probability estimator. The
partial estimations from all bands are transformed into final esti-
mation by another MLP merger estimator. The scheme of the our
TRAP system is shown in Fig. 1.

Outputs from merger MLP are after decorrelation used as fea-
tures — MCRBS TRAP features — for GMM-HMM system.

2. Feature extraction
This section reviews basic principles of the TRAP feature extrac-
tion, studied and applied in this work. The short-term critical band
spectrum is computed in 10 ms (100 Hz) analysis steps using the
same module as used for the critical band spectral estimation in PLP
analysis [6] and the logarithm of the estimated critical band spectral
densities is taken. Let us denote the number of critical bands as � .

This CRBS is modified by a one dimensional local operator
which does the band differentiation – BD or by a two dimensional
Gabor operator known from image processing as a edge detector –
G2. The coefficients of these operators are shown in table 1. We
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Table 1: Spectrum modifying local operators
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where ��6 is frequency context of the operator and � 6 is its time con-
text. When one dimensional operator is used, the context in other
direction will be zero.

Then for each critical band from both spectrograms the follow-
ing process was performed :

7 mean normalization,7 frame with context between 8 20 to 8 50 is taken,
7 Hamming window is applied emphasizing the center of the

vector,7 the vector is transformed by a discrete cosine transform
(DCT) reducing the size of the vector to a half.

The vectors from different CRBS and for corresponding bands
are then concatenated to create input for band probability estima-
tor MLP. Due to modifying process the resulting MCRBS has re-
duced number of bands. The first/last band in MCRBS is therefore
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Figure 1: Block diagram of feature extraction process

repeated from consecutive/preceding band, so we obtain the same
number of critical bands as in original CRBS.

The band probability estimator — a three layer neural net — is
trained to classify the input vector into one of the � classes. The
input layer size is equal to the size of input vector, one hidden layer
and the output layer, the size of which is equal to number of classes
� .

All output vectors from all band estimators are concatenated
into a vector � 2�� points long. This vector goes through negative
logarithmic nonlinearity and then forms the input for the merger
probability estimator. Merger probability estimator is also a three
layer neural net trained to classify input vector into the classes —
the same target classes as the band probability estimators. The first
layer has � 2�� points and the third layer has again � points. Its
function is to merge particular band estimations into one final pos-
terior probability vector. The scheme of the TRAP system is shown
in Fig. 1.

The output probabilities are gaussianized by logarithm and
decorrelated using PCA. This vector creates an input vector for stan-
dard GMM-HMM recognizer

3. GMM-HMM recognition system
Context independent one gaussian phoneme HMMs are directly ini-
tialized and reestimated on trainig data with associated phoneme
level transcriptions.We use 3 states models for all phonemes and
noises. The loop from end state to start one is added in noise mod-
els.

These models are used for initialization of context dependent
ones. They are copied out according to all occurrences of triphones
in training data and reestimated. A generation of tied states and ex-
tension for unseen triphones by decision tree method follow. Num-
ber of tied states is adjusted into the range 3000-3500. The output
8 gaussian mixture triphone models are generated by splitting mix-
tures and iterative Baum-Welsh reestimations.

We test the features on a simple recognizer based on word in-
ternal triphones and trigram language model. A generation of out-
put ASR transcriptions is performed by fast stack decoder which
is more suitable for large vocabulary task than standard Viterbi de-
coder. According to our preliminary results, the recognition accu-
racy of the Viterbi search is slightly higher but stack decoder is sig-
nificantly less time and memory consuming. Strong pruning is used
for further performance acceleration with loosing 2% accuracy only.

This decreased time needed for decoding from 150 2 8 2 real time
only.

4. Experiment description
4.1. Database

We use the ICSI meetings database [7] for the experiments. It
contains the recordings of real spontaneous meetings with cross-
talks, unfinished words, background speech and all kinds of speaker
noises. The speakers in the database are often non-native. All these
conditions makes the recognition very difficult.

Two sets of data were derived:

Training part consist of 39.4 hours of speech from 26 speakers
(4 female, 22 male, 12 native, 14 non-native).

Test part consist of 1 hour of speech randomly selected from three
meetings. There is 7 speakers (2 female, 5 male, 4 native,
3 non-native).

The data parts were derived so that no speaker occurs in both parts.
Only parts of signals with speech activity were taken. There is
10282 words of which 113 only appears only in the test part.

4.2. TRAP processing

The number of critical bands used in PLP analysis was M = 19.
We optimized the context length and the normalization style.

The considered contexts were 8 20, 8 30, 8 40, 8 50 frames. The
tested normalizations kinds were no normalization, mean normal-
ization on the utterance, mean normalization on TRAP vector. The
optimum was found for context 8 20 frames and utterance based
normalization.

Both band estimator and merger estimator MLPs were trained
against the hard targets to estimate the probability of � = 45 classes.
The 40 classes out of 45 were “proper” phonemes, 2 classes were
“hesitation” phonemes, 2 classes were noise kinds, and 1 class was
silence.

The size of band probability estimators was 20 inputs, 100 hid-
den units and 45 outputs.

The merger MLP input layer was quite big in our case. It con-
tained M 2 N = 19 2 45 = 855 units in the input layer. The size
of hidden layer was 300 units for the testing purposes. After the op-
timal normalization and time span was found the number of hidden
units was increased to 1500. The number of outputs was 45.
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Figure 2: Concatenation and reduction of features by PCA.

The MLPs were trained only on 10 hours of train data (17700
files).

4.3. Language model and dictionary

Data for training of our language model were taken from tran-
scriptions of train part ICSI database (53099 sentences) and whole
Switchboard one (248581 sentences). Each sentence from ICSI
database was copied by for better balancing of training data
amounts and decreasing of perplexity. The perplexity was evaluated
on Switchboard transcriptions and ICSI training data trascriptions
(see in Tab. 2).

Data balance Perplexity
1xICSI 1xSWB (no balance) 127.74
2xICSI 1xSWB 122.46
3xICSI 1xSWB 119.53
4xICSI 1xSWB 119.48
5xICSI 1xSWB 116.74
6xICSI 1xSWB 117.32

Table 2: Results from perplexity optimization

The dictionary was created by merging the ICSI meetings dic-
tionary with Switchboard dictionary. There was totally 36136
words.

4.4. MFCC baseline features

The MFCC features were derived using HTK tools. Twelve cepstral
features were computed appended with zeroth cepstral coefficient.
The first and second derivatives were computed over 5 frames and
added to the feature vector. The feature vectors were normalized
over the utterance.

4.5. MFCC TRAP feature combination

The combination of MFCC and MCRBS TRAP features was also
tested. The MFCC coefficients with theirs derivatives were first
normalized over all data and then the MCRBS TRAP based features
(after logarithmic transformation and PCA decorrelation) were ap-
pended to them. PCA was performed to reduce the dimensionality
of the feature vector. MFCC - MCRBS TRAP feature vectors with
40, 50 and 60 coefficients were tested. This is displayed in Fig. 2.

4.6. Used tools

The recognition system uses the combination of packages: the HTK
toolkit [8] for a parametrization of input speech, training and work-
ing with acoustic models ;the Du-coder [9] - a stack decoder; and
the SRILM toolkit [10] - a language model training tool.

5. Recognition results
The results for MCRBS TRAP features are shown on the table
Tab. 3.

Explanation of abbreviations:
7 G2 MCRBS TRAP - The MCRBS TRAP features used mod-

ifying operator G2
7 BD MCRBS TRAP - The MCRBS TRAP features with BD

modifying operator
7 MFCC-TRAP No. - Combination of MFCC baseline fea-

tures and BD MCRBS TRAP features. The number follow-
ing of the name gives the information about feature vector
size after PCA.

However the performance of the G2 MCRBS TRAP system
seems to be poorer than the MFCC baseline, other systems are
more promissed. The BD MCRBS TRAP is giving same accuracy
as MFCC but merging this features with baseline ones and dimen-
sionality reduction by PCA is giving nice improvement of accuracy.
Optimal number of output feature vector size was found for 40 co-
efficients and it gives 1.7% relative word error improvement.

features GMM-HMM

MFCC baseline 46.4
G2 MCRBS TRAP 46.1
BD MCRBS TRAP 46.4
MFCC-TRAP 40 47.2
MFCC-TRAP 50 46.5
MFCC-TRAP 60 47.0

Table 3: Recognitions results WER [%].

6. Conclusion and discussion
First experiments were aimed at the comparison of TRAP-based
features with the MFCC baseline. The first three rows in Table 3
show, that TRAPs obtained using the G2 operator perform worse
than the baseline. On the other hand, using band differentiation
(BD) only provides the same result as MFCCs. While in previous
works [3] we have seen G2 operators outperforming or at least pro-
vide similar results to BD, here we have a hit. We might explain
this behavior by the use of context-dependent models (CD-HMM)
in this work - the G2 operator performs integration in time, and
CD-HMMs need finer temporal information.

In the following experiments, the merging of MFCC and TRAP
features was tested. As the resulting feature vector would become
huge, PCA was used to reduce its dimensionality. We have observed
differences while varying the number of target coefficients after di-
mensionality reduction — the optimum was found at 40, where a
nice 1.7% relative error improvement was observed compared to the
MFCC baseline. We can conclude that TRAP features, by bringing
additional infomation from long time spans, are beneficial for meet-
ing data recognition.

We are currently testing also more complex recognition system
based on lattice generation, their rescoring by more accurate cross-
word triphones and speaker adaptation. For MFCCs, this system
increases accuracy by about 4%. It must be verified, if we will see
similar improvement also for TRAP features or their combination
with MFCCs.

Another way to improve our system is to use Heteroscedastic
Linear Discriminant Analysis [11] on concatenated feature vectors



instead of PCA. In the data, this transform is looking for dimen-
sions with maximum discriminability instead of vatiability and on
contrary to LDA it imposes less assumptions on the data.

Concerning the recognition part of work, our aims are to exploit
differences of meeting data from classical LVCSR (availability of
multiple channels, side information, speaker ID) to further improve
the recognition results.
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